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exercise your
green thumb

Do-it-yourself apartment gardening is all the rage and for good
reason! All you need is a well-lit ledge or shelf, a pots some soil and
a few of your favourite apartment-friendly seeds. To get you started,
get growing with these seven plants you can grow right at home.

Herbs don’t take up a lot of space, and many
are fragrant, which makes them a great
option to plant in your apartment. Basil, mint,
cilantro, parsley, or even ginger are all great
options if you love cooking with herbs but
have a hard time stomaching the steep prices
in the grocery store. Most herbs are easy to
grow. Just find a sunny spot and remember to
water regularly.

All you need to plant an avocado is an
avocado. Once you’re done with the avocado
you’ve bought from the store, save the big
round pit at the center. Rinse the pit off, then
stick four toothpicks into the base of the pit
and suspend it over a glass of water with the
bottom in the water and the tip above water.
Place the glass on a well-lit windowsill and
make sure to keep the water topped up. In a
few weeks, roots will have sprouted from the
pit, and it’s ready to be planted into a pot of
soil. Once you’ve planted the seed, leave the
pot in a sunny place and water it lightly but
frequently.

Why waste money on leafy greens like
romaine lettuce or spinach that will wilt and
rot in the fridge after only a few days? Just
buy starter packs to grow your own salad
greens in warm, moist soil. Make sure the
plants get plenty of sunlight, and you’ll soon
be enjoying freshly harvested salad on the
daily.

Tomatoes don’t need a big backyard. You can
grow tomatoes in a pot as well! Just make
sure to choose a pot that’s at least six inches
wide, make sure it’s kept in a warm spot and
gets at least twelve hours of light a day.

Small lemon trees not only look great as a
houseplant, but they also smell delicious and
produce juicy fruits that you can use in salads,
drop in a hot mug of tea, etc. Citrus trees can
be a little trickier to take care of, but as long
as you give them enough light (at least 8 to
12 hours of sunlight a day) and put them in a
moist environment, you’re off to a good start.

Garlic greens taste similar to spring onions
and can easily be grown in a small four-inch
pot with three to four garlic cloves. Put the
pot on a sunny windowsill and water lightly.

Sometimes waiting for salad greens to
grow is tedious. Microgreens are one of
the best vegetables to grow indoors. They
grow quickly, they require very little space,
and they are absolutely delicious. To grow
microgreens, simply sprinkle a single crop
of mesclun or microgreen seed mixes in a
shallow, well-drained container. Cover the
seeds with a fine covering of soil, keep moist,
and harvest once the first “true leaves” of the
plant pop up.

spring
cleaning

If you haven’t hopped on the Marie Kondo craze
yet, today is the day! Spring is a great time to start
fresh - and nothing says fresh like a clean, clutter-free
apartment.
Clearing out all the junk that has piled up over
seasons past can be a daunting task, especially if
bringing out the broom isn’t your version of fun.
Have no fear! We’re making it easy to kiss the clutter
goodbye with these seven tips for spring cleaning
beginners.

Take it one room at
a time

Make a monthly
donation date

You had the best of intentions, we know. Three hours
of intense decluttering later, everything you own is
strewn out all over the floor and you’re wiped. Don’t
bite off more than you can chew. Big cleaning jobs are
far more manageable when you tackle one of the lesser
problem areas first, then work your way up to the
more challenging rooms once you’ve gotten into the
decluttering groove.

Now that you’ve simplified your wardrobe, donating,
swapping or selling the excess can be a great way to
lose the pieces you don’t love. Making a recurring
monthly donation date can help you stay on track
getting those items out the door – and do a bit of good
in the process.

Streamline your
seasonal wardrobe
Warmer weather means it’s time to say farewell to
your winter wardrobe – for now, at least. This is a great
time to take an editorial eye to your winter-wear. See
that chunky sweater you haven’t worn since college,
the one with all the coffee stains and a little hole in the
sleeve? Do yourself a favour; let it go. Your closet space
will thank you.

Don’t neglect the
small places
The junk drawer - we all have one. It’s amazing how
quickly all the stashed odds, ends, and bits and pieces
can transform a small space into an exploding mess of
everything from paperclips to protractors. Do you really
need that dried up white-out? You definitely don’t want
to be taking those expired vitamins from 2009.

spring
cleaning
Use less paper
Bills, envelopes, and receipts can easily pile up over
the course of just a few days. And if you leave them
for a week or two (or twelve), chances are you’ll
no longer be able to see the surface of your desk.
Eliminate paperwork as much as possible by paying
bills and recording your expenditures online. For those
documents that you do need hard copies of, scan and
save them on your computer first, then store them in a
neat, well-organized filing system.

Create a “maybe” box
We all have that pile of stuff - the things we don’t
necessarily use, but think we might want or need
someday. If you just can’t bear to part with these “justin-case” items, try creating a “maybe” box. Store the
box somewhere out of the way and put a note in your
calendar to check in on it in six months. Then pull it
out, six months later, and see if it’s anything you really
needed. If you didn’t miss it in six months, odds are you
won’t miss it, period.

Create less to declutter
If clutter is all of the things that take up your space
that you don’t actually use or need, then the best way
to clutter-proof your home is to avoid collecting those
things in the first place. Before you buy something—or
even accept a hand-me down or a freebie, ask yourself
if you’re really going to use it. If the answer is no, don’t
let it past the front door!

Recipe corner:

build-your-own bowl
Buddah bowls, a delicious mix of grains, veggies and protein, have taken the foodie scene
by storm - for good reason. Jam-packed with healthy goodness, these picture perfect
bowls would put the average salad to shame any day.
The best part? Making them is a breeze! With some basic ingredients and a bit of
chopping, you can be well on your way to enjoying this colourful feast.

Steamed brown or white rice are fine and dandy, but also consider
making the foundation for your creation with quinoa, farro, mixed
greens, or a combo of a couple of them.

Keep it lean with any kind of cooked bean or legumes
such as curried lentils and add half a hard-cooked egg,
spicy baked tofu or tempeh.

Raw vegetables including cucumbers, tomatoes, green
onions, sliced bell peppers, shaved cabbage, shredded
carrots, spinach and arugula add colour and crunch.

Splash some bright flavour across your creation, by using
your favourite vinaigrette, or turn it up a notch with some
tahini and hummus.

Once the bowl is built and dressed, it’s ready for a final garnish. Try
some crumbled cheese, sliced almonds, sunflower seeds, micro
greens, nuts, sesame seeds, or maybe some flax seeds.

game time

Put up your feet and kick back with
a Sudoku break!
Fill in the blanks so that each row,
each column, and each of the nine
3x3 grids contain one instance of
each of the numbers 1 through 9.

stay in touch
We want to hear from you!
If you have any questions or concerns, please send us an email at info@greenwin.ca.
Our head office, located in Toronto, can be reached by phone at (416) 487-3883.
For after-hours emergencies, please contact (416) 614-4536.
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